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Investors nowadays post heterogeneous sentiments on social media about

financial assets based on their trading preferences. However, existing works

typically analyze the sentiment by its content only and do not account for

investor profiles and trading preferences in di�erent types of assets. This

paper explicitly considers how investor sentiment about financial market

events is shaped by the relative discussions of di�erent types of investors. We

leverage a large-scale financial social media dataset and employ a structural

topic modeling approach to extract topical contents of investor sentiment

across multiple finance-specific factors. The identified topics reveal important

events related to the financial market and show strong heterogeneity in the

social media content in terms of compositions of investor profiles, asset

categories, and bullish/bearish sentiment. Results show that investors with

di�erent profiles and trading preferences tend to discuss financial markets

with heterogeneous beliefs, leading to divergent opinions about those events

regarding the topic prevalence and proportion. Moreover, our findings may

shed light on the mechanism that underlies the e�cient investor sentiment

extraction and aggregation while considering the heterogeneity of investor

sentiment across di�erent dimensions.

KEYWORDS

investor sentiment, structural topicmodeling, textmining, social media, unstructured
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1. Introduction

Investors’ noise trading decisions are known to be subject to their sentiment or

perception about the financial market, which in turn leads to more noise trading

behavior, and excess financial market volatility (DeLong et al., 1990). The assessment

and measurement of investor sentiment thus have become an important research

topic to evaluate its effects on the financial market (Baker and Wurgler, 2007). As

such, researchers increasingly leverage a variety of financial data sources and employ

computational approaches to extract investor sentiment from the unstructured textual

information, such as financial news media (Tetlock et al., 2008; Boudoukh et al., 2013;

Heston and Sinha, 2017), Internet stock message board (Tumarkin and Whitelaw, 2001;

Hou and Tripathi, 2015), and social media (Xu and Zhang, 2013; Wang et al., 2015).
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In particular, social media recently continues to expand the

user base and reach more audiences in the finance industry.

In April 2013, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) confirmed that companies could use social media outlets

like Twitter to announce key information in compliance

with Regulation Fair Disclosure (U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission, 2013). Financial data vendors such as Bloomberg

and Thompson Reuters also introduced social mediamonitoring

and analytics tools to their professional workstations, which

allow financial professionals and asset managers to capture

alpha from growing financial discussions on social media

platforms through sentiment analysis. Gan et al. (2020) find

that although news media is traditionally the dominant source

of investor sentiment, social media tends to generate and lead

news coverage since 2016 (Ren et al., 2021). One notable example

emerges as the recent heated discussion of “meme stocks” such

as $GME (GameStop) and $AMC (AMC Entertainment) on

social media platform Reddit, that investor sentiment was found

to profoundly affect stock prices as well as news coverage (Long

et al., 2021). Compared to sentiment extracted from newsmedia,

numerous studies show that investor sentiment on social media

is better in predicting contemporaneous stock market returns

(Deng et al., 2018; Lachana and Schröder, 2022).

Typically, investor sentiment on social media is extracted

from user posts and aggregated at the asset level (Das and

Chen, 2007), and it has been widely used to demonstrate its

predictability of financial market performance, such as the

trends of Dow Jones or S&P 500 Index (Bollen et al., 2011;

Zheludev et al., 2014; Piñeiro-Chousa et al., 2016), stock price

movement (Oh and Sheng, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012; Wang et al.,

2015), abnormal returns (Ranco et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2018),

earning surprises (Chen et al., 2014; Bartov et al., 2018), trading

volume (Tan and Tas, 2021), and market volatility (Hou and

Tripathi, 2015; Audrino et al., 2020). However, mixed evidence

is also reported that investor sentiment does not have strong

predictability of stock returns (Oliveira et al., 2013; Kim and

Kim, 2014), or the magnitude of the effect is economically small

(Nofer and Hinz, 2014).

Moreover, investor sentiment may have significant

heterogeneous effects on the financial market that is not

accounted for by current practices of sentiment aggregation. For

example, stocks of low capitalization, younger, high-volatility,

and growth companies are more likely to be disproportionately

sensitive to investor sentiment (Baker and Wurgler, 2007;

Dandapani et al., 2008; Zheludev et al., 2014; Bartov et al.,

2018). Meanwhile, negative investor sentiment tends to produce

a stronger influence on stock returns than positive sentiment

(Heston and Sinha, 2017; Deng et al., 2018). Similarly, the

heterogeneity of investor sentiment can also be observed

according to investors’ profiles and trading preferences. For

example, given that social media may improve the information

environment for investors in the financial market (Xu and

Zhang, 2013), and investment strategies based on crowd

sentiment from social media may outperform professional

analysts (Nofer and Hinz, 2014), trading decisions made by

sentiment aggregations extracted from “expert” investors

with more trading experience may further outperform the

entire crowd on social media (Bar-Haim et al., 2011; Hill and

Ready-Campbell, 2011). This is due to the fact that social media

platform contains unreasonable or misleading information

posted by non-experts (Tu et al., 2016). Also, several studies find

that investors who are more informed about local companies

than non-local companies are more likely to post value-

relevant private information on social media that influences

the trading activity of local stocks (Baik et al., 2016; Giannini

et al., 2018). Last, sentiment from investors with different

investment philosophies, like investment approach and horizon,

is an important source of disagreement, which in turn affects

financial markets (Cookson and Niessner, 2020). Therefore,

accounting for investors’ profiles and trading preferences

allows financial professionals to analyze their heterogeneous

sentiment, leading to an efficient aggregation of information on

social media (Sprenger et al., 2014).

In this work, we aim to understand the heterogeneity of

online discussions about investment-related events on social

media from different types of investors. We do so by exploring

the interactions between investor sentiment and a set of

finance-specific factors. Analyzing a unique large-scale dataset

containing millions of tweets posted by investors enriched with

their profiles, such as trading experience, trading strategy as well

as categories of the mentioned assets, we employ a modified

topic modeling approach, known as structural topic modeling

(STM) to identify thematic information of investor sentiment

with variations in topic prevalence (Roberts et al., 2016). The

identified topics reveal important events related to the financial

market with strong heterogeneity in terms of compositions of

investor profiles, asset categories, and bullish/bearish sentiment,

which are reflected by the large divergence on the topics they

discuss.

We have two main contributions to the existing literature

about extracting investor sentiment from increasingly available

web-based sources. First, we incorporate the financial domain

knowledge into the content analysis of investor sentiment and

demonstrate that online discussions about investment-related

events may be shaped by profiles and trading preferences of

different types of investors with heterogeneous beliefs about

those events. Second, we explore investor sentiment from user-

generated social media content on a wide range of financial

assets, including stocks, foreign exchange, and investment funds,

and how they are co-mentioned in different events in terms

of heterogeneous topic coverage and proportions. Overall, our

results may shed light on the mechanism that underlies the

efficient investor sentiment extraction and aggregation while

taking into account the heterogeneity of investors’ beliefs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 reviews literature that studies investor sentiment with
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textual analysis and applications topic modeling in finance

research. Section 3 introduces the dataset used in this research

and performs explorative data analysis. Section 4 details the

methodology in three steps: data preprocessing, aggregation,

and structural topic modeling. Section 5 shows empirical results,

including topical content as well as heterogeneous investor

sentiment across several dimensions. Section 6 discusses

research implications and concludes.

2. Related work

2.1. Investor sentiment with textual
analysis

Overall, Loughran and Mcdonald (2016) provided

comprehensive reviews on how to measure investor sentiment

using textual analysis in the accounting and finance community

and listed two main approaches: the dictionary-based and

classifier-based methods. The former approach indicates that

positive and negative words of documents are extracted from

a dictionary. Such dictionary may be a generic dictionary

or is refined to entail more finance-contextual definitions

(Tetlock, 2007; Loughran and McDonald, 2011; Li et al.,

2014). For example, Tetlock et al. (2008) measured investor

sentiment by counting the fraction of negative words in

news articles. Similarly, Bartov et al. (2018) constructed

aggregate investor sentiment from tweets using several

different dictionaries and provided consistent supporting

evidence that investor sentiment may help to predict

earning surprises.

The latter approach implements classifiers to assign

documents with positive/negative or bullish/bearish labels

through supervised machine learning models. This requires

enough documents to be pre-labeled in order to build a

good training set. For example, most studies started by

manually labeling documents as bullish, bearish, or neutral

and trained various machine learning models to predict

the sentiment for other documents (Antweiler et al., 2004;

Deng et al., 2018). Although dictionary-based methods were

not obliged to human-defined ground truth, classifier-based

methods were increasingly adopted to automatically predict

investor sentiment from large-scale text data, such as Naïve

Bayes (Bartov et al., 2018), Decision Tree (Nasseri et al.,

2015), Maximum Entropy classifier (Giannini et al., 2019),

Support Vector Machine (Ranco et al., 2015), and more

recently developed Deep Neural Network models (Heston and

Sinha, 2017; Audrino et al., 2020). Still, investor investment

extracted from textual data using both dictionary-based

and model-based methods may contain inherent errors.

Instead, this study used the self-labeled sentiment from the

investors directly.

2.2. Topic modeling in financial studies

Topic modeling such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

is an unsupervised probabilistic model for extracting the latent

thematic content within a collection of documents (Blei et al.,

2003). It has also been increasingly adopted in the finance

domain, such as identifying co-movement of stocks from stock

price changes (Doyle and Elkan, 2009), characterizing abnormal

financial market volatility from business news (Hisano et al.,

2013; Curme et al., 2017), generating domain expert profiles

(Siehndel and Gadiraju, 2016), discovering information from

analyst reports and corporate disclosures (Huang et al., 2018),

detecting regulatory evolution and financial misreporting from

10-K filings (Dyer et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2020), among others.

Several extensions of LDA models that alleviate the

independence assumption among topics have also been applied

to financial text data. For example, topics and investor sentiment

can be inferred simultaneously from social media information

using correlated topic models to predict stock movement

(Nguyen and Shirai, 2015). Also, Mai and Pukthuanthong

(2021) adopt a semi-supervised LDA approach to extract

economic narratives from New York Times articles, by

providing seed words for each topic to guide the formation of

topics toward the predefined themes. Using the STM approach,

Cerchiello and Nicola (2018) evaluated the news contagion

across space and time dimensions with explicit inclusion of

covariates such as involved country and publication date.

2.3. Topic modeling with metadata

In order to correlate the topics extracted from textual

data to the features of metadata at the document level, many

derivatives of LDA have been proposed, such as the supervised

versions of LDA (Mcauliffe and Blei, 2007; Ramage et al., 2009;

Zhu et al., 2012), dynamic topic models (Blei and Lafferty,

2006; Wang et al., 2012). Alternatively, Multinomial Inverse

Regression (MNIR) focuses on the influence of document-level

response variable on the multinomial distribution of words and

the word selection process (Taddy, 2013). MNIR may use the

sentiment as the observed response variable that may shape the

composition of the text data. It is effective in capturing the

predictive information about the response but fails to capture the

underlying semantic themes within the corpus (Li et al., 2017).

In comparison to MNIR, Roberts et al. (2020) show that STM

has the form of MNIR conditional on the latent variable and

both approaches may yield qualitatively similar findings (Besbris

et al., 2021).

As a mixed-membership extension of MNIR and LDA,

the Inverse Regression Topic Model (IRTM) combines the

strengths of topic modeling with the expressive power by

accounting for the heterogeneity of text corpora and the context

related to topic expression (Rabinovich and Blei, 2014). IRTM
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FIGURE 1

An illustrative tweet posted by an investor with a detailed trading profile such as trading experience and trading strategy on StockTwits platform,

clarifying also the tagged asset under discussion and the self-labeled investor sentiment.

enables systematic discovery of in-topic lexical variation and

exploits the topical structure of text corpora to improve its

predictions. However, the inference procedure is rather complex

and inefficient (Rodrigues et al., 2017).

3. Data

The dataset used for this research includes 5,286,637 user

posts from StockTwits spanning from March 2010 to August

2015. StockTwits is a financial social media platform dedicated

to financial assets-related discussions, and also a social network

between investors to exchange their opinions (Oh and Sheng,

2011). As of today, StockTwits has 3million registeredmembers,

with 5 million messages sent monthly through the platform.

Similar to Twitter but specifically for investors and traders to

discuss the financial market, a typical user post, like a tweet,

is limited to 140 characters. Figure 1 shows an illustrative

tweet on the StockTwits platform. Financial discussions on

StockTwits are enabled through the convention of cashtag.

Users can associate a discussion with tradable assets using a

cashtag followed by its ticker symbol (“$TICKER”). Cashtag

allows StockTwits users to easily identify sentiment for a specific

stock. Unlike other social media platforms, where a search for

“Apple” yields scattered and often irrelevant results, searching

for “$AAPL” on StockTwits pulls up conversations only

regarding financial information about Apple Inc. (Oliveira et al.,

2013). Also, self-reported investor profiles are available for all

users, including their trading experience (novice, intermediate,

professional), and trading strategy (day trader, swing trader,

position trader, long-term investor). Meanwhile, when posting

a tweet about one or more assets, the user is allowed to assign

bullish/bearish sentiment herself, which can be considered as

the ground-truth sentiment (Fallahgoul and Lin, 2020). We

believe that self-labeled bullish/bearish sentiments are better

measurements of investor sentiment than those derived from

the textual analysis that may contain errors and does not

reflect investors’ own opinions. Last, we obtain categories of all

ticker symbols that cover a wide range of assets directly from

StockTwits, such as Foreign Exchange (Forex), Stock Index,

Exchange-traded funds (ETF), Closed-end funds (CEF), as well

as eight industry sectors of stocks1. Overall, the dataset used in

this work is enriched with a variety of metadata describing both

investors and assets, which allows us to characterize investor

sentiment subject to heterogeneous investor profiles and trading

preferences.

As demonstrated in extant previous studies, value-relevant

signals have been extracted from financial discussions on

StockTwits to predict future stock movements (Bollen et al.,

2011; Oh and Sheng, 2011; Nasseri et al., 2015), volatility

and trading volume (Oliveira et al., 2013) and stock returns

(Deng et al., 2018), as well as to investigate disagreement and

behavior contagions among investors (Li et al., 2016; Cookson

and Niessner, 2020; Fallahgoul and Lin, 2020). Typically,

investor sentiment is measured at aggregated level to study the

relationship between sentiment index and asset performance

(Piñeiro-Chousa et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2016), while this work

focuses on exploring the differences in investor sentiment across

different types of investors and assets.

We start with exploring the dataset across several
dimensions with respect to the heterogeneity of investor

sentiment. Figure 2A shows that swing traders who aim to
capture short- to medium-term gains over a few days and weeks

contribute the most number of tweets, followed by day traders,
position traders, and long-term traders. Likewise, Figure 2B

shows that investors with intermediate experience post the

most number of tweets, followed by professional investors and
novice investors. This indicates that StockTwits may have a

1 StockTwits maintains a list of nearly 8,000 ticker symbols and

corresponding categories that is used for monitoring the conversations

around the assets. Stocks are further categorized as Financial,

Technology, Services, Basic Materials, Healthcare, Consumer Goods,

Industrial Goods, Utilities.
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FIGURE 2

(A) The distribution of posted tweets under the consideration of investors’ trading experience and holding strategy. Swing traders who aim to

capture short- to medium-term gains over a few days and weeks contribute the most number of tweets. (B) The distribution of self-labeled

bullish/bearish tweets on di�erent factors of investors’ trading experience and strategy. There are more bullish tweets than bearish ones.

Meanwhile, investors with intermediate experience (indicating a certain level of financial literacy) post the most number of tweets. (C) The trends

of the monthly amounts of bullish/bearish tweets in comparison to Dow Jones Index (DJI) closing prices over the same period, demonstrating

the di�erences between bullish and bearish investor sentiment follow similar trends of the DJI movement. (D) Top 20 asset categories discussed

the most, listed by the number of associated tweets. Technology stocks, healthcare stocks, ETFs are among the top 3 most mentioned asset

categories on StockTwits.

significant number of investors with a certain level of financial

literacy. We also observe that novice investors post much more

bullish tweets than bearish ones, while intermediate investors

and professional investors post a more balanced sentiment.

This implies that investor sentiment may have a positivity bias,

conditional on trading experience.

As numerous studies using StockTwits dataset demonstrated

that it may contain value-relevant information for financial

market performance (Oh and Sheng, 2011; Deng et al., 2018;

Cookson and Niessner, 2020), Figure 2C shows the number

of bullish/bearish tweets in comparison to Dow Jones Index

(DJI) closing prices over the same period. We can see that

the differences between bullish and bearish investor sentiment

follow similar trends in the DJI movement. Figure 2D lists the

number of tweets by the top 20 asset categories. About 93%

of tweets contain assets from one asset category and 4.7% of

tweets contain assets from two asset categories. For example,

technology stocks, healthcare stocks, and ETFs are among the

top 3 most mentioned asset categories on StockTwits, and this

is consistent with findings from existing literature that investor

attention and discussions tend to distribute disproportionately
toward a small set of assets, such as AAPL (Apple), FB

(Facebook), TSLA (Tesla), SPY (S&P 500 ETF), etc. (Cookson

and Niessner, 2020).

4. Methods

4.1. Preprocessing and aggregation

To ensure that we can identify meaningful topics from

tweets posted on StockTwits, we perform several preprocessing
steps to extract the subsets of the original dataset and augment
and aggregate tweets according to the metadata detailed below.

4.1.1. Enrich the tweets with metadata

For all tweets in the dataset, we augment them with a variety
of metadata. First, tweets are linked with investor profiles such

as trading experience, holding strategy as well as the self-labeled
sentiment. Moreover, since we are only interested in studying
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investor sentiment for assets, the social tweets between users that

do notmention any asset are deemed irrelevant (e.g., retweet and

reply). Therefore, we only retain tweets that contain at least one

ticker symbol. The ticker symbol is also cross-referenced with

the asset categories that StockTwits has officially maintained. In

particular, for tweets with more than one ticker, we generate

the category combination if these tickers are from different

categories. For example, if one tweet mentions both AAPL and

SPY, it will be associated with the category of [Technology, ETF].

We only keep tweets that belong to the top 20 asset categories.

Last, we further add the temporal dimension to the metadata of

tweets using its timestamp.

4.1.2. Text preprocessing

Standard text preprocessing techniques have been applied to

all tweets, such as removing all numbers, non-ASCII notations,

stop words and links, converting all characters to be lowercase,

and eliminating tweets whose word length is less than two,

and using the stemming and lemmatization method to obtain

the root form of the words. Then, terms with a relatively

high sparsity level of 0.995 are removed in order to keep only

meaningful and frequent words in tweets.

4.1.3. Remove robots

From the exploratory data analysis, we identify many news

bots (hereby referred to as “robots”) that tweet about a broad

coverage of assets using technical terminologies similarly. We

choose to remove these robots from the data because they do not

represent actual investor sentiment and may distort the results.

More specifically, we first select the user IDs that have posted

the top 1000 highest number of tweets. Then we compute the

average similarity score of 100 pairs of randomly chosen tweets

for each ID using fuzzy string matching. We consider users a

robot if the average similarity is above a threshold (set as 0.6),

thus removing their tweets from our corpus. As such, 4,590,854

tweets remain after we finish preprocessing steps.

4.1.4. Aggregate the tweets by metadata

Topic modeling is known to produce less coherent topics

when directly applying to short texts such as tweets due to

the lack of word co-occurrence information in each short

text (Hong and Davison, 2010). We follow a widely adopted

pooling scheme that utilizes auxiliary contextual information to

aggregate related tweets and organizes them as a single regular-

sized document before performing topic modeling (Mehrotra

et al., 2013). In particular, we aggregate all tweets into 27,189

documents according tometadata built earlier, including trading

experience, holding strategy, investor sentiment, asset category

at the monthly level.

4.2. Structural topic modeling

Compared with the classical topic model, STM extends

the clustering ability and explanatory power by further

incorporating the core language model with the document-level

metadata, rather than only relying on words in the documents

(Roberts et al., 2016). In recent years, several empirical studies

applying STM on social media data have emerged in various

social science areas, e.g., to perform a descriptive analysis of

Twitter conversations about the reasons individuals choose to

leave or stay in abusive relationship (Rodriguez and Storer,

2020), to explore the content and dynamics of media coverage of

Internet regulation in Russia (Shirokanova and Silyutina, 2018)

and to understand how elected state high court judges use social

media to engage with the public (Curry and Fix, 2019), among

others.

Although LDA assumes that the topic distributions of the

documents, viewed as topic prevalence, have the common

Dirichlet priors internally (Blei et al., 2003), the distributions

of those parameters associated with the sources and the idioms

of the documents may vary largely in practice. Instead, STM

considers that the attributes of document-level metadata can

influence the modeling process in terms of topic prevalence

and topical content. Hence the original assumption of one

common set of parameters distributions may not uncover

heterogeneous characteristics of document-level covariates.

The topic prevalence of STM is a function of covariates

characterizing documents, giving the model explanatory power

to express the relationship between document characteristics

and topic prevalence (Roberts et al., 2016). Likewise, the topical

content of STM takes into account covariates similarly, which is

parameterized as the distribution of word occurrences devoted

to a topic from the proportion of terms in the general corpus.

In our setting, we consider the covariates of the investor

sentiment aggregated at investors’ trading experience, holding

strategy, asset category, bullish/bearish sentiment, and posted

timestamp. In particular, investors’ trading experience is used

as the covariate in topical content by assuming that investors

with different levels of experiencemay use diverse terminologies,

while other covariates are used in topic prevalence. For example,

novice investors tend to use emotional and non-technical words,

while professional investors prefer more technical and macro

terms.

4.2.1. The data generative process

A graphical illustration of the data generative process of

structural topic modeling is provided in Figure 3. Given a topic

k from the pre-fixed topic number K, we identify the relevant

document d from all D documents (aggregated tweets). We

denote the metadata as a matrix X, with each row (denoted xd)

listing the values of metadata covariates for document d. The

words of a corpus-level vocabulary list V are indexed by v ∈
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FIGURE 3

A graphical illustration of data generative process of structural topic modeling (STM). It assumes that the attributes of document-level metadata

can influence the modeling process in terms of topic prevalence (to characterize documents) and topical content (to parameterize the

distribution of word occurrences). We consider the covariates of the investor sentiment aggregated at investors’ trading experience, holding

strategy, asset category, bullish/bearish sentiment, and posted timestamp. In particular, investors’ trading experience is employed as the

covariate in topical content, while other covariates are engaged in topic prevalence.

{1, . . . ,V}. The document d holds Nd empty positions, waiting

to be filled by Nd words. To fulfill the word positions in a

document, first, a specific topic-prevalence vector should be

generated using the associated metadata (Grajzl and Murrell,

2019). Topic prevalence vector θd follows a Logistic Normal

distribution with a mean vector parameterized as a function of

covariates xd, shown in Equation (1):

θd ∼ LogisticNormalk−1(Ŵ
′x′
d
,6), (1)

where Ŵ′ is a matrix of coefficients and 6 is a general

variance-covariance matrix. Given the topic-prevalence vector,

we can draw one specific zd,n, which indicates the associated

topic for the word wd,n in the document, as shown in Equation

(2):

zd,n ∼ MultinomialK (θd), (2)

Note that, when a specific topic k is chosen, the k-th entry of

zd,n is unity and all other entries are zero.

Topical content defines the distribution over terms

associated with the topics as an exponential family model, added

as a function of the marginal frequency of occurrence deviations

for each term mv, and of deviations from different topics κk,v,

covariates κyd ,v and their interactions κyd ,k,v in Equation (3):

βd,k,v =
exp(mv+κk,v+κyd ,v+κyd ,k,v

)∑
v
exp(mv+κk,v+κyd ,v+κyd ,k,v

)
, (3)

where βd,k,v is the probability of choosing vocabulary word

v to fill a position in document d given topic k. Then a specific

word wd,n is chosen from the vocabulary list in Equation (4):

wd,n ∼ MultinomialV (Bzd,n), (4)

where Bzd,n = [βd,k,1, . . . ,βd,k,v, . . . ,βd,k,V ] is the overall

probability of the words given topic k.

In short, the parameters mentioned above are estimated

by solving the posterior likelihood maximization optimization

problem via R’s STM package (Roberts et al., 2019) which

includes an iterative approximation-based variational

expectation-maximization algorithm.

4.2.2. The selection of topic numbers

In topic modeling, it is essential to determine a proper and

the representative number of topics K, in order to uncover

meaningful topics from the corpus. We perform an exhaustive

search to identify the optimal K via the comparison of the

held-out log-likelihood, which was used in the original paper

of STM (Roberts et al., 2016) as a measure to understand

the model fit, compare with other competing models and

evaluate the comparative performance among these models.

Essentially, the held-out likelihood indicates the probability

of the held-out words appearing within a document. Those

words are held out from the document in the estimation

step and evaluated by the document-level latent variables after

the model training (Wallach et al., 2009). More specifically,

we estimate the STM model using the same configuration of

covariates with varying K topic numbers, ranging from 2 to

60, to compute diagnostic properties of held-out log-likelihood,

shown in Figure 4. As expected, higher numbers of the held-out

log-likelihood indicate a more predictive model, and the held-

out log-likelihood increases as the model become more complex

with increasing topic numbers. In order to balance model

complexity and topic quality, we choose to set topic number

K as 26 because its estimated held-out log-likelihood seems to

show better-organized topics than the ones with K = 25 or 27.
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Topic correlations
A B

FIGURE 4

(A) Selecting optimal k topics by evaluating held-out likelihood with adjusting the number of topics from 2 to 60. (B) The correlation of 26

identified topics, exhibiting four connected clusters with relatively high marginal correlation, together with a few isolated topics.

In other words, adding one more topic in the modeling process

does not yield more coherent topics, but the model’s prediction

performance instead worsens.

5. Results

5.1. Topic contents and correlations

By applying STM to the documents of aggregated

tweets enriched with factors such as investor profiles

and trading preferences, asset categories, and investor

sentiment, as illustrated in Table 1, we identify 26 topics

and summarize the semantic meaning of each topic

on the grounds of the words mentioned in the highest

marginal score words list, and meanwhile, appeared in

the top rank of the highest marginal FREX words list.

Following the metrics introduced in Roberts et al. (2019)

and Chang (2015), the highest marginal score is obtained

by dividing the log frequency of the word in the topic

by the log frequency of the word in other topics as in

Equation (5),

SCOREk,v = βk,v(logβk,v −
1

K

∑

j

logβj,v), (5)

while FREX (frequency and exclusivity) weights words by

their overall frequency and how exclusive they are to the

topic to determine the weighted harmonic mean as in

Equation (6)

FREXk,v = (
w

ECDF(βk,v/
∑K

j=1 βj,v)
+

1− w

ECDF(βk,v)
)−1, (6)

where w is the weight for exclusivity (which we set to 0.5 as

a default) and ECDF denotes the corresponding empirical CDF

function.

In conformance to the studies of event discovery, one

primary approach for understanding the heterogeneity of

investor sentiment is to separate the breaking finance news

from the ongoing investment-related conversations (Stieglitz

et al., 2018). Although the volume of data makes it challenging

to discover the relevant news and events in dynamic social

media communication (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2011), especially

in a platform with words limitation, we found that the topics

identified by STM have comprehensive coverage and compelling

description of different news and asset categories. The topics

not only reveal the discussions around specific asset categories

in the financial market as expected, such as Forex, Index,

and ETF, but also provide focus on shorter-term events and

the resulting financial activities, such as FDA Drug Approval,

Ukrainian Crisis (2014), 3-D Printing, and Greece Crisis. The

correlation of the 26 identified topics, as revealed in Figure 5,

exhibits four connected clusters with the relatively highmarginal

correlation of the mode of the variational distribution, together

with a few isolated topics. More specifically, the largest cluster

covers 10 topics about high-tech companies in different sectors.

The second cluster contains five topics related to mining,

natural resources, and financial derivatives. The third cluster
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TABLE 1 The semantic meanings (topic names) of 26 topics on the

grounds of the words mentioned in the highest marginal score and

FREX words list (keywords).

Topic Name Topic

ID

Keywords

Bearish Terms Topic 1 put, bearish, dump, fall, short, pump, fail,

fade, ugly, downside, lose, pose, tank, dead,

lod

FDA Drug

Approval (Ebola)

Topic 2 $amrn, $hlf, $ibio, $lak, $apt, $sgyp, $bgmd,

$srpt, ebola, $rprx, $isrg, nce, fda, $avnr,

$fold

Ukrainian Crisis

(2014)

Topic 3 $ugaz, $uso, $qqq, $dgaz, $ibb,$tvix,$gdxj,

$jnug, $xiv, etf, $rsx, $russ, $tan, $tna,$fxi

Green Tech Topic 4 $plug, $bidu, $amd, $nok, $fslr,$gtat, $sina,

plug, $cal, $fio, $jaso, $nihd, $renn, $yyg,

$tsl

IT Companies Topic 5 $aapl, $goog, $lnkd, $bidu, $sina, $znga,

$ocz, $crm, $yelp, $msft,$clwr, $ibm, $grpn,

$fio,$hpq

Online Service Topic 6 $nflx, $amzn, $p, $cmg, $gevo, $gdp, $z,

$rig, $chk, $wynn,$anf, $newl, $hero,

$ymcd,$sdrl

Long Term

Investment

Topic 7 dividend, growth, quarter, sale, beat,

revenue, raise, guidance, investor,estimate,

increase, inc, report, value,yield

ETF Topic 8 $spi, $iwm, $uvxi, $qqq, $vxx, $dia, $tlt,

$tza,$xlf, $tna,spi, vix, $faz,$fxi,$fa

Greece Crisis Topic 9 $bac, $fnma, $nbg, $g, $jpm, $c, $aig, $drl,

$wfc, bank, $fmcc,$m, $ocn, $kcg,$axp

Clean Energy Topic 10 $hlf, $cln, $nflx,$fcel,$so,$exc, $optt,

$nrg,$duk, ackman, util,$at, energy, $aep,

herbalif

Precious Metal Topic 11 $gld, $slv, $nugt,$gdx, $fcel, gold, $ung,

silver, $gdxj,$agq, $dust,$htm, miner, etf,

$uso

FDA Drug

Approval

(Vascepa)

Topic 12 $amrn, $arna, $qcor, $vvus, $clsn,$dndn,

$hznp, fda, approve, $kerx, $srpt, $affi,

$navb, $rosg,$sppi

Automobile Topic 13 $tsla, $gmcr, $f, $lulu, $soda, $deck, $mnst,

$lf, $pay,$nk, $ko,$dmnd,ford,$fosl,$wprt

Index Topic 14 $spx, $dax, $djia, $vix, $rut, $compq, $usdx,

$fts, $nya, $tnx, $dxi, $ndx, spx,$xli, index

Forex Topic 15 forex, pip, euro, eurusd, usd, bearish, eur,

pair, gbp, aud, fib, jpy, eunderf, ecb,

elliottwave

Tesla & Electric

Vehicle

Topic 16 $tsla, $kndi, $gmcr, $lulu, $app, $soda,tesla,

$nk, $jakk, kndi,$ko, $sn,car, kandi, $nus

Retail Store Topic 17 $jcp, $lv, $kor,$dang, $dri, $sbux, $v,

$siri,$ma, $mgm,$exp,$imax,$cstr,$zagg,$yrcw

(Continued)

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Topic Name Topic

ID

Keywords

3-D Printing Topic 18 $ddd, $bldp, $cat, $rgs, $hpj, $cpst, $ba,

$xon,$idn, $jk, $artx, $rgr, $len,$hov, $cdti

Mobile Apps &

Hardware

Topic 19 $twtr, $yhoo, $neon, $csiq, $mu, $yelp,$gtat,

$amba, $dg,$baba,$himx,$jrjc,$swk, $otiv,

$sun

Fossil Fuels Topic 20 $wlt, $clf, $fcx, $hk, $aa, $xom, $peix, $pot,

$anv, $bp, $cf, $lng, $usu $anr, $x,

Therapeutics Topic 21 $aria, $ino, $rnn, $gild, $rxii, $chtp, $opk,

$isr, $cytr, $icpt, $achn, $bioc, $gen, $bgmd,

$idra

Bio-

Pharmaceutical

(diabetes)

Topic 22 $mnkd, $gild, $ino, $isr, $achn, $rxii, $cldx,

$rmti, $cprx, $idra, $cytk, $pcyc, $icpt, $uni,

$arwr

Travel Topic 23 $gpro, $di, $l, $rsh, $fre, $rad, $jblu, $rada,

$luv, gopro, $wfm, $fro, $esi, $cnet, $wyy

Bullish Terms Topic 24 breakout, resist, week, flag, high, break, gap,

setup, swing, min, entry, upside, vol,

pattern, base

Mobile Internet Topic 25 $aapl, $fb, $nok, $znga, $gluu, $amd, appl,

iphon, $unxl, $invn, $bbri, $yhoo, $msft,

$goog, $ttwo

Hotel Platform Topic 26 $pcln, tmr, green, babi, load, offer, Monday,

talk, novemb, huge, option, pick, need,

worth, sign

relates to 4 bio-pharmaceutical and drug-related topics. The

fourth cluster involves two topics about automobiles and

electric cars. As such, the spread of investor sentiment across

relevant topics may signal the flow of investor attention and

discussions within topic clusters. Taking the second cluster

as an example, we found that the high topic correlations

between mining, natural resources, and financial derivatives

were also observed and illustrated by Ji and Guo (2015).

The study pointed to the strong influence of online market

discussions on commodity prices (e.g., crude oil, heating oil,

corn, and gold). It indicated that commodity markets could

easily absorb the public concern of the information-sensitive

traders, considering the fast transmission and frequent changes

of market information.

5.2. Heterogeneity in investor sentiment

Moreover, the identified topics not only reveal the short-

term social events and popular financial investment products

of widespread concerns based on the text content but
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FIGURE 5

(A) The heterogeneity of investor sentiment in each topic in terms of bullish/bearish sentiment. The market sentiment is overall more bullish

than bearish. (B) The heterogeneity of investor sentiment in each topic in terms of trading experience compositions. The investors with di�erent

trading experiences show considerable divergence on topics they are interested in. (C) The heterogeneity of investor sentiment in each topic in

terms of holding strategy compositions. Investors with di�erent trading strategies have divergent focuses and word preference across topics. (D)

The distributions of asset categories across topics. Several topics are related to specific asset categories, and the belonging tweets contain

discussions of the companies from the same asset category or associative industrial fields. Furthermore, we found that topics of important social

events contain many company tickers that reveal the underlying associative asset categories under discussions of the event.

also unmask the heterogeneity of investor sentiment given

document characteristics—the metadata (covariates) annotating

the content. More specifically, we focused on the documents

that contribute the most to each topic, i.e., whose topic

proportions (θ) obtained after model estimation are at least

larger than 50%, and then explored the distributions of the

metadata of these documents on topic composition. The results

in Figure 5 illustrate the heterogeneity of investor sentiment in

each topic in terms of bullish/bearish sentiment (Figure 5A),

compositions of investor experience (Figure 5B) and trading

preference (Figure 5C), and the distributions of asset categories

(Figure 5D).

The market sentiment shown in Figure 5A is more

bullish than bearish overall. For example, except for technical

terminologies, the sentiment is more bullish on topics about

mobile internet, high tech companies, clean energy, and

healthcare. Similarly, more investors hold a positive attitude

toward the financial market for most topics associated with

social events. Interestingly, investors who feel more optimistic

about Ukrainian Crisis (2014) comprise more of the percentage

than those for the Greek Crisis, possibly because the Greek Crisis

has been a systemic financial crisis affecting many countries.

At the same time, Ukrainian Crisis (2014) is a geopolitical

problem around Ukraine, so it has less impact directly on the

financial market. Furthermore, the bearish sentiment in ETF

topics prevails over the bullish part, which is compatible with

a study of the passive investment in ETF (Paudel et al., 2020),

stating that the changes in negative sentiment have a more
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powerful effect on the ETF’s downside risk in comparison to the

changes in positive sentiment.

5.3. Heterogeneity in investor trading
experience and trading strategy

Besides the divergence in investor sentiment, investors

with various profiles tend to discuss financial markets with

heterogeneous beliefs, resulting in different distributions

regarding the topic prevalence and proportion. The investors

with different trading experiences show considerable divergence

on topics they are interested in, as shown in Figure 5B. Novice

investors focus more on medicines for Ebola, travel, Retail Store,

and Ukrainian Crisis (2014), and intermediate ones like to talk

about Online Service and Automobile, while the professional

comments more on the Green Tech, Tesla& Electric Vehicle,

Online Service and usemoremarket terminologies. In particular,

a study of non-professional investors for using sustainability

information in the investment decision-making (Hafenstein and

Bassen, 2016) illustrates that non-professional investors are less

sensitive to sustainable development and do not distinguish

between the different aspects of sustainability. Moreover, when

checking the highest weighted words under each level of trading

experience, we found that the novice investors tend to mention

more specific events in more detail, while the professional

investors like to talk about the future tendencies of asset

categories and the related financial instruments. For example,

in the topic of the Greek Debt Crisis, novice investors like

to use the words “greek,” “sentiment,” “JPMorgan,” “fanni”

(Fannie Mae, the Federal National Mortgage Association),

“freddi” (Freddie Mac, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage

Corporation), “bac” (The Bank of America), “nbg” (National

Bank of Greece), etc. For professional investors in the same

topic, they mention more about “bank,” “finance,” “bac” (The

Bank of America), “Genpact” (a global professional services firm

that makes business transformation real), “American Express”

(a multinational financial services corporation), “KCG" (an

American global financial services firm engaging in market

making, high-frequency trading, electronic execution, and

institutional sales and trading), etc.

Moreover, investors with different trading strategies,

analogous to those with different trading experiences, also have

divergent focuses and word preferences across topics, as shown

in Figure 5C. For example, day traders focus more on Forex,

position traders and long term traders are most consistent across

different topics and tend to more often use market terminologies

related to long term investment (“dividend,” “quarter,” “growth,”

“estim,” “raise,” “revenue,” “guidance,” “margin,” “forecast,”

“undervalue,” etc.). By contrast, day traders and swing traders

are more likely to discuss topics using sentiment-related words

such as “breakout,” “posit,” “resist,” “high,” “bottom,” “ready,”

“upside,” “bull” in the topic of bullish terms and “put,” “bearish,”

“fall,” “short,” “dump,” “weak,” “downside” in the topic of bearish

terms.

5.4. Heterogeneity in asset category

In terms of asset categories extracted from document

contents, we found strong heterogeneity likewise, as shown

in Figure 5D. First, several topics are related to specific asset

categories, and the belonging tweets contain discussions of the

companies from the same asset category or associative industrial

fields. For example, on the topic of Therapeutics, medical and

pharmaceutical companies such as Ariad Pharmaceuticals,

Rexahn Pharmaceuticals, Inovio Pharmaceuticals and RXi

Pharmaceuticals are highly mentioned by investors. Second,

in some high-tech topics, such as mobile apps & hardware,

3-D printing, green tech, mobile internet and IT, several

asset categories originally intersect in the industrial chains,

composing from stem to stern. Therefore, companies from

upstream and downstream asset categories are involved

reasonably in one topic, further proving the validity of the

model results. For instance, in the topic of 3-D printing,

the key asset is 3D Systems, a company that manufactures

3-D printing materials and devices and offers 3-D printing

services. Meanwhile, other assets along the supply chain

of 3-D printing appear in the same topic, including energy

fuel cell and storage, construction manufacturing, and

retail processes, such as Ballard Power Systems (a global

provider of innovative clean energy fuel cells), Caterpillar

(an international construction-equipment manufacturer),

Capstone Turbine (a gas turbine manufacturer that specializes

in microturbine power), Highpower International (specialized

in clean energy storage) and Intellicheck (a technology

company which markets threat identification and identity

authentication solutions for retail fraud prevention). As

illustrated in Rehnberg and Ponte (2018), 3D printing

could revolutionize production processes and restructure

the global manufacturing value chain, which is captured by

the topic results that cover the affected assets in different

industrial sectors.

Furthermore, we found that topics of important social

events contain many company tickers that reveal the underlying

associative asset categories under discussions of the event.

For example, in the Ukrainian Crisis (2014) topic, investors

mention assets of basic materials and customer goods heavily.

One possible explanation is that the sanctions against Russia

severely impacted these assets after the Ukrainian Crisis (2014)

(Nivorozhkina and Castagneto-Gissey, 2016), which we may

repeatedly observe in conversations related to more recent

Ukrainian geopolitical events. In another example of the Greek

Crisis, finance and ETFs are the categories of main discussions.

According to a study of ETFs and Index Funds in the Greek
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Market before and during the Crisis (Rompotis, 2013), the funds

experienced significant losses over the economic crisis period,

when the International equities market was very turbulent.

As such, our model results may indicate the heterogeneity of

social event topics in terms of the asset categories that may

be affected.

5.5. Relationship between metadata and
topics

In order to further examine the relationship between

metadata and topics, we estimated a generalized linear

model with documents as the observations. The dependent

variable is the proportion of each document about a

specific topic derived from the STM model and the

covariates are document-level metadata. For the sake

of space, we selected three exemplary topics (FDA Drug

Approval (Vascepa), Greek Debt Crisis and Tesla & Electric

Vehicles), and show the estimated results in Table 2.

We also illustrate the distribution of tweet proportion

according to investor trading experience and holding strategy

in Figure 6.

According to the regression results shown in Table 2a, as

expected, the first topic of FDA Drug Approval (Vascepa)

is positively related to assets from the healthcare sector as

well as from both the healthcare and technology sector.

Interestingly, novice investors are more likely to discuss

this topic than intermediate and professional traders. This

finding is consistent with a study of forty firms from the

chemical and drug industries (Barron et al., 2004), which

suggested that non-professional investors are encouraged by

SEC’s “Fair Disclosure" regulation and thus can generate more

diverse private information and increase precision in their

individual forecasts. However, such disclosure had no significant

effect on professional investors, because they could extract

the information from low and high disclosure regimes. In

particular, Figure 6A shows that day traders and swing traders

are over-represented among novice investors, implying that

news about drug approval draws more attention from short-

term traders.

The second topic of the Greek Debt Crisis is a hot topic

for all types of investors with different profiles in terms of a

large number of tweets (Figure 6B). Based on the results shown

in Table 2b, this topic is positively associated with assets in the

finance and ETF category. Professional investors and position

and swing traders tend to discuss this topic less, while long-term

traders are more likely to contribute to it.

For the third topic on Tesla & Electric Vehicles, Table 2c

shows that it is related to consumer goods and technology,

which agrees with the main products of the company Tesla.

Professional traders focus on this topic more heavily, and the

TABLE 2 The generalized linear model regression estimation results

with statistical significance of three exemplary topics (FDA Drug

Approval (Vascepa), Greek Debt Crisis and Tesla & Electric Vehicles)

based on document-level covariates under study.

(a) (b) (c)

FDA drug

approval

(vascepa)

Greek debt

crisis

Tesla &

Electric

vehicles

TradingExperience:

Novice

0.0050∗∗∗ 0.0019 –0.0007

(0.0013) (0.0012) (0.0016)

TradingExperience:

Professional

0.0006 –0.0030∗∗ 0.0052∗∗∗

(0.0013) (0.0011) (0.0016)

HoldingStrategy: Long

Term Investor

0.0036∗ 0.0031∗ –0.0003

(0.0014) (0.0014) (0.0016)

HoldingStrategy:

Position Trader

0.0031∗ –0.0027∗ 0.0010

(0.0014) (0.0013) (0.0017)

HoldingStrategy: Swing

Trader

0.0007 –0.0061∗∗∗ 0.0009

(0.0013) (0.0014) (0.0015)

AssetCategory: Basic

Materials

–0.0024 –0.0006 0.0017

(0.0028) (0.0023) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: CEF 0.0016 0.0025 –0.0007

(0.0033) (0.0027) (0.0036)

AssetCategory:

Consumer Goods,

Technology

0.0006 –0.0002 0.2022∗∗∗

(0.0030) (0.0025) (0.0061)

AssetCategory:

Consumer Goods

–0.0024 –0.0006 0.2985∗∗∗

(0.0028) (0.0023) (0.0056)

AssetCategory: ETF,

Financial

0.0006 0.5264∗∗∗ 0.0002

(0.0030) (0.0056) (0.0033)

AssetCategory: ETF,

Index

–0.00002 0.0002 0.0003

(0.0029) (0.0025) (0.0032)

AssetCategory: ETF,

Technology

0.0002 0.0002 0.0002

(0.0029) (0.0025) (0.0033)

AssetCategory: ETF –0.0024 –0.0006 0.0017

(0.0028) (0.0023) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Financial –0.0025 0.5736∗∗∗ 0.0018

(0.0028) (0.0039) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Forex –0.0016 –0.00001 0.0016

(0.0029) (0.0024) (0.0032)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

(a) (b) (c)

FDA drug

approval

(vascepa)

Greek debt

crisis

Tesla &

Electric

vehicles

AssetCategory:

Healthcare, Technology

0.1580∗∗∗ –0.000003 –0.0012

(0.0045) (0.0026) (0.0034)

AssetCategory:

Healthcare

0.2805∗∗∗ –0.0006 0.0016

(0.0050) (0.0023) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Index –0.0011 –0.0001 0.0011

(0.0029) (0.0024) (0.0032)

AssetCategory:

Industrial Goods,

Technology

0.0017 –0.0003 –0.0016

(0.0031) (0.0026) (0.0034)

AssetCategory:

Industrial Goods

–0.0021 –0.0005 0.0015

(0.0028) (0.0024) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Services,

Technology

–0.0016 –0.0002 0.0015

(0.0028) (0.0024) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Services –0.0025 –0.0006 0.0018

(0.0028) (0.0023) (0.0031)

AssetCategory:

Technology

–0.0026 –0.0007 0.0019

(0.0028) (0.0024) (0.0031)

AssetCategory: Utilities 0.000007 –0.0001 –0.0002

(0.0029) (0.0025) (0.0033)

Sentiment: Bullish 0.0043∗∗∗ 0.0028∗∗ 0.0055∗∗∗

(0.0010) (0.0009) (0.0013)

(Intercept) 0.0052 0.0027 –0.0080

(0.0055) (0.0046) (0.0059)

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

market, in general, is significantly bullish. Also, among the

professional investors, those who follow long-term strategy

post a significant amount than the swing traders in Tesla &

Electric vehicle area, which proves they indeed have a good

more developed sense of selecting stocks under consideration

of the current stock prices of Tesla and the potential electric

vehicles (Figure 6C). This finding supports the statement

in a study related to behavior contagion among investors

(Fallahgoul and Lin, 2020), that fundamental, professional,

and swing traders are the most influential investors and

leading in information cascades within investment approach,

experience, and holding period categories, respectively. In

contrast, momentum, novice, and position traders account for

the least.

6. Conclusions

Although investor sentiment may have a significant

heterogeneous effect on the financial market, the sentiment

analysis in the finance industry typically produces aggregated

investor sentiment index without accounting for the

heterogeneity. For example, in the WallStreetBets vs.

Wall Street saga, investor sentiment is highly driven

by heterogeneous investor profiles, as the topic is

disproportionately contributed by bullish sentiment from

non-professional retail investors that mainly engage in day

trading (Umar et al., 2021)–as such, extracting investor

sentiment around this topic should reflect the underlying

heterogeneity.

This paper provides empirical evidence on the heterogeneity

of investor sentiment on social media. More specifically, we

examine the interactions between investor sentiment and

multiple finance-specific factors and identify the thematic

content of investor sentiment across investor profiles,

bullish/bearish sentiment, and categories of mentioned

assets. From identified topical content from a large-scale

social media dataset dedicated to investors sharing their

opinions, we find these topics have different compositions

in terms of trading experience, trading strategy, sentiment,

and asset category. This implies that investors’ trading

preferences may lead them to allocate their attention

to different assets with heterogeneous sentiments. Thus,

we believe that investor sentiment should be used by

considering factors such as investor profiles instead of

simple aggregation.

This paper is limited to discussing the content heterogeneity

of investor sentiment and does not drill down into the

mechanism that how different types of investors may shape the

online discussion on social media and its impact on the financial

market. For future work, we will study how to use the identified

topics to perform more efficient sentiment analysis, e.g., which

investor profiles may produce more meaningful sentiment for

the specific event and which industry sectors it may affect.

Then, we will explore efficient investor sentiment extraction

and aggregation that may account for the heterogeneity of

investor sentiment across different dimensions that may have

different impacts on the financial market. Last, we will examine

the relationship between the factors that drive heterogeneous

investor sentiment and topic extraction, in order to validate the

theoretical foundation in finance research.
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FIGURE 6

(A) The distribution of tweet proportion according to investor trading experience and holding strategy on Topic 2 [FDA Drug Approval (Vascepa)].

Novice investors are more likely to discuss this topic than intermediate and professional traders. (B) The distribution of tweet proportion

according to investor trading experience and holding strategy on Topic 9 (Greek Debt Crisis). It is a hot topic for all types of investors with

di�erent profiles in terms of a large number of tweets. (C) The distribution of tweet proportion according to investor trading experience and

holding strategy on Topic 16 (Tesla & Electric Vehicles). Within the professional investors, those who follow long-term strategy post a significant

amount than the swing traders in Tesla and the electric vehicle area, which proves they indeed have a good more developed sense of selecting

stocks under consideration of the current stock prices of Tesla and the potential electric vehicles.
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